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dharract 
A n  unmtructured meah of tetrahedra 

offera an attractive approach t o  aaah 
generation for coaplex three diaenmionel 
shape.. The combinetion of a method for 
conatructing tetrahedral aeahea and a 
finite eleaent technique for aolving the 
Euler equation. ham reaulted in a power- 
ful new approach t o  the prohlea of cal- 
culating flow. over complex gaoaetriea. 
Recent prograaa and improveaenta to the 
authors' aircraft Eular method are 
deecrihed and reaulta presented to 
deaonatrate i t a  capability. - 

During the Iaat two decades 
aerodynamica ham haen trenaforaed by the 
widerpraad introduction of coaputational 
aethoda to treat previoualy intractable 
prohlaaa. iaprovementa in coaputer 
technology have aade it feamible to 
etteapt nuaericel calculationa of 

aetheaatical aodala of fluid flow, and 
t o  apply these method. to increasingly 
elaborate reoaetric configurations. 
Following the introduction of panel 
aethoda for aubaonic flow in the 
aixtiea1'2. and aajor advances in the 
simulation of tranaonic flow by the 
potential flow approxiaatlon in the 
aeventiea3-', the eightiea have mean 
rapid developaenta in aethoda for 
aolving the luler and Ievfer Btokea 
aquationa . 

u progreaaively more complicated 

7-13 

A aaJor pacing item hem been the 
davelopaent of a auitable aethod for 
maah generation. lor aiaple winr/body 
combinations it ia poaaihle to generate 
rectilinear meahea without too auch 
difficulty*; for more complicated 
configurationa conaiating, for axaaple, 
of winr/body/tail/fin, it becoaea 
increasingly difficult to produce a 
structured aeah that la aligned with a11 
aolid aurfacea14. A further increaae in 
geoaetric coaplexity. for example, a 
coaplete aircraft with pylon aounted 
anginem, poaaa extremely aevere problaaa 
for any m t h o d  that atteapta to generate 

-1 0 A h  lutlnu ef *muntin n d  
hInmulln. k.. rill. U h b l s  mud. 
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a structured rectilinear mesh. An 
eltemstive la to uae tetrahedral cella 
in unstructured aemh which can be 
adapted to confora to the coaplex 
aurface of an aircraft. Tbla approach 
wam adopted by Briataau. Qlowinaki. 
Periaux. Perriar, Pironneau and ioirer , 
who achieved e rtriking auccaaa in 
aolving the potential flow equetion to 
predict the flow around a Falcon 50 by a 
finite eleaent method. 

Finite eleaent method. have also 
been developed for  aolving the ruler 

15.16 equationa on triangular maahea 
The main aotivation for using un- 
atructurad triangular maahem i s  the 
relative ease with which complex 
geoaetriee can be treated. nowever. the 
generation of e tetrahedral aeah around 
coaplicated three dimenatonel configur- 
ations remains a formidable problem. 
Uuiing the laat two year. the preaent 
euthora have been engogad in the 
development of a new finite elemant 
method to aolve the thrae dimenaional 
Yuler equationa. The method link. a 
novel approxiaation procedure to a m w  
aethod of generating tatrahedral meahea 
around arbritrary #hapea, and we have 
applied it to calculate the flow Past 8 
coapleta aircraft. Preliainery result. 
were preaented at the A l A A  24th 
Aeroapace 8ciencaa Meeting . In 
reference 17 we indicated the need for 
various iaproveaenta in order to bring 
the method t o  the point where it would 
he a uaeful tool for analyaia and 
daaign. In particular it una neceaaary 
to reduce the coaputational costa 
aaaocieted with both the aeah ganeretioa 
and the flow aolution, and to iaprore 
the accuracy by batter sash control. 
&la0 the  aethod right be 8ppll.d t o  8 
broader range of applications if it uere 
extanded to treat viacoua flowa. In , 
thia paper we review the aalient 
featurea of the aetbod. 8nd rmport on 
our progreaa in rea1i;ing aoae of the 
needed iaproreaanta. 

be obtained by directly approximating 
the integral equation. for conaerration 
of aaaa, aoaantua and anergy 10 

S 

17 

the finite element approxiaation can 
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polyhedral control volumes. Stendy 
ntete solutions are obtained by 
integrnting the time dependent equntionu 
with n multistese time stepping scheme. 
Convergencn is accelerated by the use of 
locelly varying time steps, residual 
nvernging nnd enthnlpy dnmping . It i n  
shown in section 2 thnt the scheme can 
01.0 be derived from a Gnlerkin method 
in which the tent function space is the 
net of piecewise linenr tetrnhndrnl 
elements. The resulting equations can 
be shown to be nquivnlent to e flux 
belnncn bnsed on polyhedrel control 
voluman formed by the union of 
tetrnhedre mesting et n common vertex. 
It turns out thnt ench face is 
nssocinted with precisely two such 
control volumes. It is tberefore 
possible to reformulate the cnlculation 
in n pnrticulnrly nlngent wny, in which 
the fluxes ore evnlunted in n single 
mein loop over the fncen. This novel 
decomponition leedn to e substnntinl 
reduction in computntionnl conplexity. 

Whiln thin scheme can equally well 

9 

be interpreted as n finite element o r  a 
finite volume method when it is applied 
to the Euler equation.. the 
inierpretntion os a Qnlerkin method 
yields n nnturnl extennion to the Wavier 
Stokes equntions. It turns out thnt the 
contributions of the vincoun ntresaea 
can n l n o  be occurnulotad very neatly by 
loops over the fncen. like the 
cnlculntion of the Iuler term.. A 
ncheme of this type bns nlrendy been 
included in n new progrnm which we ore 
developing for viscoun flow. 

on computera with vector reginters, such 
os tho Crny machines, ponea some 
difficultins. The referencea by tnble 
look up to indirnctly nddressed node8 i n  
the loops over the feces con lend to e 
vector dependency. Section 5 indicntea 
how vectorimtion con be nccomplished by 
nepnrating the feces into group. such 
thnt no dependency occurn. 

computationnl efficiency is to reduce 
the number of cycles needed to reach a 
steady ntntn. We believe thnt multigrid 
proceduren offer an attrnctive 
opportunity to nchievn thin, nlthough 
their renliantion on unstructured meshem 
will require complex programming. 
Alternative multigrid nchemea bnsnd on 
cell cnntered nnd nodnl nlgorithma for 
unstructured two dimennionnl menhes ere 
described in n compnnion pnper . 
Significnnt goinn in nfficiency were 
demonstrated with botb achemen. 

Efficient reelizntion of the ncheme 

Another way to improve the 
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A distinctive feature of our mesh 

seneration procedure is the meporntion 
of the processen of generating the mesh 
point. and connecting them to form 
tetrahedrn. Separate meshes nrn firnt 
senernted around the individunl nircrnft 
componenis to create e clunter of points 
aurrounding the whole nircreft. We do 
not require nny resularity in this 
initial point dintribution, only thnt n 
reasonable point dennity is crented 
corresponding to the nnticipated 
variation in the flowfieid. The swarm 
of mesh points is then connected 
together to form teirnhedral cells which 
provide the boain for n .ingle finite 
element approximotion for the entire 
domain. This use of trinngulntion t o  
unify sepnrataly generntnd meshen 
bypasses the need to devine 
interpolation procedures for 
transferring informetion betwenn 
overlapping grids. Tho trinngulntion of 
a s e t  of pointe to form disjoint 
tetrahedrn is in general nonunique; our 
procedure is to gennrnte the Delnunny 
triangulntion "-". 
Voronoi diagramzo thnt resultn from n 
division of the domnin into polyhedral 
neighborhoods, ench consisting of the 
nubdomnin of point. nenrer to given 
meah point thnt any othnr mnsh point. 
The Voronoi diagram boo been exploited 
by others os n nnturnl nubdivision for 
cnlculations involving irregulnrly 
spaced points 26*26.  In our work it is 
uued solely os device for  gonerating 
triangulation, and is entirely 
independoat of tha aolution algorithm, 
which might nlso be linked to nny other 
triangulntion ncheme cnpnble of 
producins n menh with n distribution of 
points ndequate to resolve the flow. 
The implementntion of n procedure for  
Delaunny triangulntion which in a la0  
capable of mnininining the integrity of 
solid interior aurfncns presentn e 
number of intorenting problemn. Tbnna 
ore discusaed in Snctionm 8 and 7, which 
0180 outline improvemnntn in the 
procedure which hove led to a drnmntic 
reduction in the computing timn rnquired 
for the trinngulntion. 

3 

Thia is dun1 to the 

I/ 

Let p, p,  u, v, w,  E nnd R denote 
the preenurn. dnnsity, Carteminn 
velocity componnnts, total energy nnd 
tots1 enthalpy. For perfnct 10s 

where .) in the rntio of npncific beat.. 
The Buler equationn for flow of a 
compressible invincid fluid con be 
written in integrnl form em 
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for a doaein n with boundary an end 
directed .urfece aleaent &. Rere w 
represent. the conaerved quantity and 
la the correrponding flux. For m a s  
conservetion 

w * P t L * (pus PV, P W )  

For conservation of aoaentua in the x 
direct ion 

w * pu. E = (pu2 * PI puv, PUW) 
with y and x aoaentum quantitiea 
aiailarly defined, and for energy 
conaervation 

w = PB, L = IPRU, pnv. pnw) 

In order to derive a Qalarkin 
approxiaation, consider the differential 
fora of equation (1) 

d W  + ..E = 0 

Wultiplying by a teat function 0 and 
integreting by perti over apace leeda to 

Suppoae now that we take 0 to be the 
piocewiae linear function with the value 
unity at one node (denoted by 0 in 
ri;ure 1).  and aero at a11 otber node.. 
Then the laat tar. veniahea except in 
tbe c a m  when 0 ia .dJacont to the 
boundary. * b o ,  v0 ia conatant 10 w a r y  
tatrahedron, and differ. fro= sero only 
in the tetrahedra with common vertex 
at node 0. 
tatrahadron it may be ovaluetad an 

Since +x i m  constant in a 

where V is the cell voluae, S 

are projectad area of tbe kth face in 
the x direction and the avarage velue of + on tbe ktb faca, end the aum 1. taken 
over the facea of the tetrahedron. For 
the given tast function T * 1/3 on the 
faces 012, 023 end 031, and cero on the 
face 123. Alao, the projectad area e x  
on face 123 is equal and oppoeite to the 
aua of the proJected face armam o t  tbe 
other three face.. Uaing the aaaa 
procedure to eveluata 0 and e., it 

and Tk 
'k 

Y u 

follows that 

00 =,; w3v 
where ia the directed area of tbe face 
oppoaite vertex 0. Now treat am 
piecewiae linear and uae equation (3) to 
evaluate the voluae integral on tbe 
right aide of equation (2). Tban each 
tetrahedron aeeting at node 0 introduce. 
e contribution (E.g) /3  where E is tbe 
average value of in the cell. lor the 
cell illu*trated in Figure 1, f o r  
exeaple. 

Suaaing over a11 cell. meeting at node 0 
leads to the totml contribution 

Since the control voluae ia clomed. 
however, 

k 

Therefore, the contribution of Co to ?k 
can be diecerded, leadin; to a aua over 
the fecea multiplied by e conatant. 
Thus, i f  w e  write 

for the overage value of L o n  the face 
oppoaite rertax 0 we fiud that the 
righthand aide of aquation (2) can be 
raplacod by 

- f 14% 
k 

On the left hand aide of aquation (2) ue 
take w to be conatant Inaido the control 
oolume. This corraaponda to the use of 
a luaped aaaa aatrix in the Qalerkia 
approxiaetion. Since  e ia pi.cewiaa 
linear, the voluae average valua is F =  
1/4. The factor 1/4 cencela on omch 
aide and the approxiaatlon to equation 
(2) can tberefore be written aa 

Iquation (4) can also be iat*rprotd 
directly .a e finite voluae 
approxiaation to the conaervation laua 
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in integral form. The introduction of e 
test function and the use of the weak 
form, equation ( 2 ) .  ha. the advantage. 
however, that it  ia easily extended to 
treat the Navier Stokes equationa. 
Since the flux vector F is not 
differentiated in equation ( 2 ) .  this 
formulation ellminetea the need to 
introduce explicit formulaa to 
approximate second derivatives. 

Referring to Figure 2, which 
illustratea a two dimenaional mesh, it  
may be seen that with e triangular or 
tetrahedral meah, each face La e common 
external boundary to exactly two control 
volume.. Therefore, each internal face 
can be associated with a set of 5 meBh 
points conaiating of ita three corners 
1. 2 and 3.  and the vertices 4 and 5 of 
the two tetrahedra based on the fece. as 
illustrated in Figure 3. Vertices 4 and 
6 are tho centers of the two control 
volumas influenced by the face. It is 
now poasible to generate the 
approximation (4) by preaetting the flux 
balance at eech mesh point to zero, and 
then performing a aingle loop over the 
feces. For each face one firat 
calculates the fluxea of mean. m o m e n t m 
and energy ecroso the face, and then one 
ssaigna these contributions to the 
verticea 4 and 5 with positive and 
negative aigns reapectively. Since 
every contribution ia transferred from 
one control volume into another. a11 
qusntitiea are perfectly conserved. 
Meah points on the inner and outer 
boundaries lie on the surface of their 
own control volume., and the 
accumulation of the flux balance in 
these Volumes has to be correapondingly 
modified. At s aolid aurface it ia also 
necessary to enforce the boundary 
condition that there is no convective 
flux through the face. contained in the 
surface. - 

Kquation ( 4 )  repreeenta a 
nondisaipative approximation to tbe 
Kulsr equations. Dissipative terms may 
be needed for two reasons; to eliminate 
the occurrence of undamped or lightly 
damped modea. and to prevent 
oscillstiona near ahock wevea. 

The aimpleat form of dinsipation is 
to add a term generated from the 
difference between the value at e given 
node and ita neareat neighborn. ?bet 
is, at node 0, we add a term 

where the aum ia over the neereat 

neighbor., aa illustrated in Figure 4. 
The contribution ako (1)(Wk - w o )  is 
balanced by a corresponding contribution J 
akO ( 1 )  ( w o  - w k )  at node k ,  with the result 

that the acheme remains conservative. 
The coefficients ai;) may incorporate 
metric information depending on local 
cell volume. end face area., end can 
also be adapted to gradient. of the 
oolution. It is ahown in reference 17 
that the addition of properly controlled 
differences along edges can be uaed to 
assure a positivity condition on the 
coafficienta of the semi-discrete 
acheme, which will prevent growth in the 
maximum norm and inhibit oacilletiona in 
the solution. 

Formula ( 5 )  ia no better then first 
order accurate unless the coefficienta 
are proportional to the meah apecing. A 
more accurate acheme is obtained by 
recycling the edge differencing 
procedure. After firat aetting 

at every mesh point, one then seta 

An effective scheme is produced by 
blending formulas (5) and ( 7 ) ,  and 
adapting ai:) to the local pressure 
gradient. tbia io eccompliahed by 
calculating p o = u p k ~ p o  'k '0 I 
at every meah point, and then taking 
a " )  proportional to max (p0 ,  P~). 
Formulas of thi8 type have been found to 
have good shock capturing propertiem, 
and the required sum8 can ba oificiently 
assembled by loops over the edges. 

Ok 

4. 1nt-n to a 

The dl8cretiratlon procedures of 
Section. 2 mod 3 lead to a aet of 
coupled ordinary diffarential equations, 
which can be written in the form 

dw + R(W) 6 0 

where w ia the vector of the flow 
variable. at the meah point., and B(w) 

J 
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is the vector of the residuals, 
consisting of the flux balance* defined 
by equation (4), together with the added 

integrated until they reach a steady 
atate. 

d dissipetive teras. Theee ere to be 

For thia purpoae we use a aultietage 
tiaa *topping echeae of the saae type 
which bee proved effective in 
cslculstions on rectilinear aeshea. Let 
wn be the reeult after n steps. To 
advance one atep It with an a stage 
scheae w e  eat 

The residual in the q+lat etsgs is 
evaluated es 

where O ( w )  is the approximetion to the 
luler squationa end D ( w )  repre8anta the 
dissipative term., snd the coefficients 
pqr sad .I 
condition that 

satiefy the consistency qr 

In practice s three stage echeae in 
which the diasipmtive teras ere 
evalnated only once has proved 
effective. For this acheae 

Convergence to e steady state is 
mccelerated by using e varleble tiae 
8t.p do80 to the otability liait 8t 
each mesh point. The scheae is 
accelerated further by the introduction 
of residual svereging . A t  the aesh 9 

U 

point 0 the rssidusl Ro is replaced by 

R where Ro is en approxiaetion to the 

aolution KO of  the equation 

.. - 
0 

in which the aua is over the nearest 
neighbors. This la siailer to the 
weighted avarsge eppearing in the 
Qalerkin aethod, but with the oppoaite 
sign for the coefficient L ,  leeding to 
an increase in the peraimsibla tiae step 
instead of a reduction. In practice it 
hem been found effective to obtain U by 
using two steps 01 the Jacobi iteration - 

The loop over the face. which is 
used to calculate the residuals has tbe 
following schaaatic fora: 

DO 10 I = 1, NPACB 
N1 = NDF(1,l) 
N2 = NDF(X.2) 

.. . .- . . - . . , 
N5 = NDF(I.5) 
FLUX = FCTN(VARIABL8S AT N1, NZ, N3) 
RSSIDUAL(N4) = RISIDUAL(N4) + FLUX 
RPSIDUALlNS) = RXSIDUAL(N6) - FLUX 

10 CONTINUE 

Uere NDI(I,J), J.1.6 are the five node. 
associated with the Ith face as 
illustrated in figure 3. The flux 
throu;h each face is calculated once, 
end added to and subtracted from the 
control volumes enclosing nodes N4 end 
N5, thus mnsuring axsct conservstion of 
aess, moaeotum and snergy. 

The Isst two inatructiona, which 
accuaulata the reaiduela, contain 
recurrences which lead to s vector 
dependency in the event that the eaas 
node is referred to ss 14 or 15 more 
than once durinr the execution of the 
loop. If ell the lsce8 are included In 
a ainrle loop, this must occur because 
every node le influenced by s11 the 
fsces of the polyhedron containin; that 
node. In a aachina usin; vector 
registers maparate copies of the saae 
reaidusl asy be placed et different 
location* in the vector reglaterm, 
resulting in iapropsr eccuaulstion. 
Consequently vectoricstion ia moppressed 
by an autoastic vectoricing coapiler. 
This difficulty can be overcoae by 
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separating the faces into groups ouch 
that within each group no node is 
referencad as N4 or N5 more than once. 
Then separate loops are performed over 
each group, and the compiler can be 
instructed by a compiler directive to 
allow vectorisation. 

The same difficulty arises with the 
accumulation of dimmipative terma by 
loops over the edges. This may he 
overcome in a similar manner by 
separating the edges into groups. The 
faces and edges can be separated into 
suitable group. by sorting procadures 
which need be performed only once after 
the mesh has been generated. These 
sorting procedures pose 80.0 interesting 
problems, prasently unresolved, such as 
how to obtain the smallest possible 
number of groups, or a set of groups 
such that the smallest group of the set 
has the largest possible size. - 

The connection of a cloud of points 
to produca a tessellation by tetrahedra 
is clearly non-unique. However, it is 
always possible to join the points so 
that the sphere through the four points 
forming any tetrahedron contains no 
other points. Thio unique tesselation 
is known as the Delaunay triangulation 
and has found application in diverse 
fields. 

1 9  
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The geometric dual of the Delaunsy 
20 triangulation is tho Voronoi diagram 

which marks off the region of space 
closer to each point than any other. 
Thus. the Voronoi neighborhood of a 
point Pi is defined as the region of 
space 

V i  = (xJd(x.Pi) < d(x,Pj), v i*j) 

Uere x is e point in space and d(x,Pi) 
is the distance from x to Pi. 
boundary of the Voronoi neighborhood is 
formed from sagmanta of the bisectors of 
tbe lines Joining Pi to each of tho 
surrounding points. This is illustrated 
for a two dimensional triangulation in 
Cigura 5.  The aggregate of these 
boundarias make up the Voronoi diagram 
and. in general, a vertex of the Voronoi 
disgrmm io formed where three edges meet 
in the two dimsnsional case. In three 
dimenmions, the Voronoi diagram is 
composed of planar fmcets and, in 
general, four adgem maet at each vertex 
of the Voronoi diagram. Since each 
facat of the Voronoi diagram i m  
equidistant from two points, a vertex is 

The 

equidistant from four points in three 
dimensions and is therefore the 
circumcenter of the sphere passing 
through the four points. The Delaunay 
triangulation is precisely tho 
triangulation formed by joining each 
point to its neighbor across each facet 
of the Voronoi diagram. 

d 

Several algorithms have been 
proposed for creating the Delaunay 
triangulation of a set of points in the 
plane. 21-24 
efficient algorithm some inganious 
techniques have bean adopted. These 
include divide-and-conquer atrategias 
and, more recently. a sweeplina 

however, extends easily to throe 
dimenmions. The algorithm wa have used 
is therefore based on the method of 
Bowerz2, which can be readily applied 
to any number of diaansions. The 
process is incremental; each new point 
is introduced into tho existing 
structure which is broken and than 
reconnected to form a new Delaunay 
triangulation. This is illustrated in 
Figure 6(a) where the new point P is 
found to l i e  inside the circles through 
triangles AED and ECD. These two 
triangles are therefore removed to Ieava 
the cavity AECD. The point P is then 
joined to points A ,  E, C and D on the 
boundary of the cavity (figure 6(b)). 
The legitimacy of this procedure is 
based on the fact the cavity of broken 
triangles will slways be #tar shaped and 
that the new trianglas formed by tho 
reconnections also satisfy the Delaunmy 
criterion. 

Suppose first that the cavity of 

In order to 'achieve an 

23 

None of these algorithms, 

J 

broken triangles were not atsr mhaped. 
In particular, we consider the 
situation, shown in Figure ?(a), in 
which the line joining the new point P 
to the cavity boundary point D passes 
through part of the unbroken mtructura. 
The broken triangle, whose bssa was CD, 
would have had either I or I am its 
third forming point. Rowever, the 
circle circumscribing that triangls 
could not contain tha point P, since P 
lies on the opposite side of the edge CD 
from point. I sad 1.  Thus the triangle 
formed by the edge CD and aithsr point I 
or point C could not have been broken by 
the new point P. It follows that D must 
be an interior point of the unbroken 
region and not a boundary point of the 
cavity. In other words, tbo cavity 
formed pracisaly from thosa triangles 
broken by the new point, must 
necessarily be star shaped. 

We now considar the trisnglam formad 
J 
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by the raconnections. In particular. 
consider tbe triangle ABC in Figure 7(b) 
that le in the unbroken region with edge 
AC as part of the cavity boltndery. The 
new point P Ilea strictly outside the 
circle ABC and hence circle PAC does not 
contain point B. Since thie condition 
holds for e11 unbroken triangles. which 
have edges on the cavity boundary. it 
follows that circles circumacrihing the 
new triangles do not contain any other 
points. 

To implement nowyer'a algorithm it 
in necessary to maintain a lint of the 
four forming point. for each extant 
tetrahedron and e Iiat of tbe four 
tetrahedra which have a fece in common 
with each extent tetrahedron. When a 
new point is introduced, a aearch ia 
made to find the firat tetrahedron that 
is broken. This occure if the distance 
from the new point to the circumcenter 
la lass than the radius of the 
circumicribing aphera. When a first 
broken tetrahedron baa been found, the 
whole cavity can be obtained by a tree 
aearch through neighboring tetrahedra. 

The number of triangles that are 
broken by the introduction of a new 
point will depend on the order in whicb 
the points are introduced. Likewise. 
tbe time taken to find the first broken 
triangle will depend critically on the 
order in which the trianglea are atored 
and searched. For example in Figure 8, 
we illustrate a aituation which result* 
in the creation of very large broken 
triangle cavitiea. In this example, a 
new point introducad into the bmtched 
region will l i e  inaide a11 circles and 
hence cause a11 existing trianglaa to be 
broken. The worst case Cavity could 
raault in O(n) triangles baing broken, 
and Iikewiae, a worat case aearch could 
take O(n) time. If either situation 
occurs for each new point we obtain e 
worat caae time complexity of O(n ), 
which quickly leads to prohibitively 
large computation times. 

any point introduction procedure, which 
inserta S U C C ~ ~ B ~ V ~  point. clone 
together, in likely to be inefficient. 
It is therefore nece*sary to introduce a 
coarse sprinkling of pointa followed by 
a finer distribution. Yore pracieely. 
we employ a atrategy of aucceaaive mesh 
refinelent in much the meme manner that 
one definaa a aequence of grids for a 
multigrid algorithm. Conalder. for  
example, a regular Iattica of point. 
that have already bean triangulated 
(mhown in ligure 9 by the circla.). We 
can now introduce the next level of 
refinement, in whicb new points (ahown 
by croaaes in Figure 0 )  are spaced at 

i /  

y 

2 

It is apparent from Figure 8 that 

half the mesh interval of tba old mesh 
level. If the new point falls in the 
middle of one of the old lattice 
squares. then only two old triangles are 
broken; if i t  fells on the mid point of 
an old lattice aide, then two squares or 
four old trisngles will be affected. It 
la therefore apparent that the cavity of 
broken triengles will elweys remain O(1) 
and will never approach a worst case 
O(n). 

It is atill possible that the time 
taken to find the first broken trimngle 
will be O(n) unless further measures are 
taken. We tberfore introduce the new 
points in a forward and backward line by 
line sweep ecroaa the lattice, an 
indicated by the arrows in Figure 0. 
Thia particular sweep direction together 
with the fact thet each new point 1s 
only half an old lattice width from the 
previously introduced point, ansurea 
that et least one of the newly created 
triangles is among thome broken by the 
latest point. If wa atart the search 
for a broken triangle by axamininl thoae 
trienglee that were created by filling 
the previous cavity, we can e h o  anaura 
that the time taken to find the firat 
broken triangle is O(1). Thus. W e  
anticipate an expected overell time 
complexity of O(n) to carry out the 
triengulation of n point.. 
there will not be s constant apecing 
betwean the points in the meah. 
nowever, the atrategy described above 
atill works extremely well. 

The combination of the above point 
introduction procedure and a restructur- 
ing of some of the coding bas led to m 
dramatic improvement in triangulation 
efficiency. This ie well illuatrated by 
the triangulation that was carried out 
for the airplane calculation preaentad 
in reference 17. At that time the 
triangulation elgorithm did not 
incorporate the efficient proceduro for 
introducing pointa, and the 
triangulation oi a meah containing 
12,600 points around an eitcraft took 
oight hour. on CPAY I-MP. 
application of Ebe above point 
introduction etrategy, together with the 
uaa of flags to eliminate the nand for 
aome redundant aaerchea, baa contributed 
to a reduction of the triangulation time 
for thin caae from eight hour. to eight 
minutea. 

In general. 

The 

itv of s- 
Tbe trianguletion algorithm Join. 

a11 point. to cover completely the space 
inaide the C O V ~ X  hull of the outermoat 
point.. It in becesaart to identify end 
remove d 1  tetrbhadra which form the 
object ernund which the flow'ia being 
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calculated. For e eiaple convex object, 
such ee e symaetric wing, it is merely 
neceasery to identify those triangles, 
e11 of whose forming point. ere on t h e  
object. In geometrically aore 
complicated cases. the identification 
procedure 1s aore difficult. 

by V and suppose that the triangulation 
procedure has generated n tetrahedra or 
aimplices Each Si contain. 
four distinct point. and 

Let the s e t  of points (P) be denoted 

n 

v = (PIP b si for i= l ,  ..., n) 
Let BcV be the net of points which make 
up the object (these can be either 
surface points or points lying ineide 
the object). Now consider e division of 
B into a subseta (Ck)k=l where Ck 
correspond. to the kth component (wing, 
fuselage, tail. etc.). and e further 
collection of subaets (I l a  j k  j,k=l, jek 
where IJk contains points on the 
interface between coaponent j and 
coaponent k. We wish to select those 
simplices which aeke up each component. 
Specifically, for each component we form 
e set containing those simplices all of 
whose foraing points belong either to 
that component or lie on en interface 
with an adjacent coaponent. Thus for 
each k=l t o  a we fora the s e t  

a 

Fk = (SiJP b Ck or P 6 uI v Pasi) Jk ' 

a 
U Fk contains tetrahedra 

k=l 
The union 

which make up the object. To enaure 
that this collection of tetrahedra 
exhausts 811 possible tetrahedra which 
make up the object, it is necessary to 
prevent triangulations that create 
connections between points lying on two 
different coaponents (for exaaple the 
connection AC in figure l o ( * ) ) .  It is 
thsrefora neceesery to introduce e 
sufficient density of internal points on 
each interface (for exaaple, point P in 
figure 10(b)) t o  achieve e valid 
trienIuletion. 

A further difficulty eriaea in 
preserving the integrity of the bounding 
surface. For example, in Figure ll(a) 
w e  illustrate en airfoil together with 
triangles and eccoapanying 
circumcirclas. The hatched ere. 
indic8tea e region of space outside the 
airfoil that lies within these Deleunay 
circles (spheres in 3-D). If e new 
point ia now introduced i m i d e  the 

hatched region, one or more of the 
triangles will be broken. Thia 
situation in shown in Figure ll(b), 
where e new point P, which lie8 above 
the upper surface, has connected to the 
point B on the lower aurfece. The 
segment AB of the airfoil surface hoe 
thus been removed and the triangle8 APE 
and BPE will be treated ea belonging to 
the flow field. Likewise a new point 0 
will connect fro. outside the lower 
surface t o  the upper surface point B .  
The opportunities for surface 
breakthrough are much aore plentiful in 
three diaensions where elongatad 
tetrahedra that form around wing leading 
edges can cre8te large Deleuney apheres. 
A wing leading edge breakthrough is 
illustrated in Fiiure 12. 

In order to prevent this problem, 
the object (1.0. aurface or internal) 
point. and farfield points ers 
introduced first, 8nd a t  this stage the 
tetrahedra. which coapose the object, 
ere identified. The remaining points 
are then introduced by the successive 
refineaent procedure deacribed above. 
If the introduction of a flow field 
point would break en object tetrahedron 
end thereby ceuae s eurfece 
breakthrough, the new point i a  rejected. 
I t  is apparent (nee for example Figure 
11) that this strategy, while preventing 
surface breakthrough. will not admit 
points close to the surface unleas a11 
Delaunay epheres of the object 
tetrahedra are kept a m l l  enough. In 
two dimenoions this can usually be 
achieved f8irly easily by t8kinI a dense 
enough distrlbution of aurfece point.. 
In three diaenaiona thim naive approach 
does not alweya le8d to smaller Dalauna~ 
spheres, and e aore aysteaatic procedure 
must be found. 

J 

3 

The triangulation starts by first 
introducing the farfield point. 8nd tben 
the aircraft surface points, component 
by coaponent. After each coaponent h8s 
been introduced, the tatrebedre .re 
scanned to diecover which of them belong 
t o  the aoat recent component. The list 
of tetrahedra which fora the cnaponent 
is further exaained to deteraine which 
tetrahedra have Daleunay apheres 
exceeding a apecified threehold. When 8 
tetrahedron has been flogged am 
exceeding the threshold. an extra point 
ie introduced, the new triangulation 
computed sad the set of coaponent 
tetrahedra re-deterained. Thla 
procedure can be iterated until a11 
Delauney mphares have been reduc8d to an 
acceptable .mixa. After a11 polnta on 
the surface and inside of every aircraft 
component have been triangul8ted. the 
flow field points 8rs introduced. 

J 
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The deleted region, associated with 
a new point, t s  now examined end if the 
deleted region contains tetrahedra 
be1on;ln; to an aircreft coaponent, the 
point is rejected. Provided the 
threshold on the allowable size of the 
coaponent Delaunay epheres is kept 
sufficiently aasll, then alaost a11 
points which genuinely l i e  outside the 
aircraft will be accepted. Of course, 
any points that fell inaide the aircraft 
structure will be detected and rejected 
by thio procese. 

E L b u . l u  
Our aethod hes now aatured to the 

point where we believe that it is 
capable of predicting realistic flow 
pettems, provided that adequate 
coaputationel resnurces are deployed. 
In filures 13 and 14 we preaent the 
result of e trensonic flow calculation 
for a Doein; 747-200 flying at Mach 0.84 
and an anile of attack of 2.73 degrees. 
Flow is ellnwed through the engine 
nacelles and no attoapt has been aade to 
siaulete powered en;ine effecte. The 
flow has been calculated over one half 
of the aircraft: the aesh shown in 
figure 13 and the surface prssaure 
contours displeyed in figure 14 have 
been reflected about the aircraft plane 
of syametry. 

for the coabination of wing/body/tail/ 
fin and another set nf aesh points wes 
genersted for each necelle. Details of 
the sequential aapping technique used to 
;enorate the initial aeah can be found 
in references 14 end 17. Finally e *et 
of points wea defined nn the aurface of 
each pylon, including points lying along 
the wing/pylon and necella/pylon 
intersections. The union of aesh points 
was connected to fora an unstructured 
aesh of tetrshadra by the trian;uletion 
aodule. The total nuaber nf point., 
including extra points added to inprove 
the surface triangulation, la 35370. 
The aesh is coaprised of 181952 
tetrahedra and a total nf 369864 feces, 
leeding to a aenory requireaent for thia 
case of Juat under twelve aegewords. 

XUP 2/18 using only one of the 
processors. Tbe aesb gonerstion and 
trian;ulation took 1100 eecnnda. The 
flow solution warn calculated with 400 
tiae steps in a further 3300 seconds, 
living e total coaputetion tiae of about 
15 hours. 
obtained using a thrae stage scheae with 
iaplicit residual svereging end enthalpy 
deapin;. The noainal Cnurent nuaber was 
five and the avere;e residual reduction 

L/ rete over 400 cvclea was 0.87. Dotmils 

One set of mesh points was renereted " 

This sxample bas been run on a CRAY 

1 The flow aolution wan 

of the convergence history are presented 
in the table below. 

Coaputed pressure contours on the 
aircraft surface ere presented in fiiure 
14. A11 the significant flow features 
are predicted, including the superaonif 
re;ions on the wing upper surfece and 
fuselage. the interference effect. of 
the wing and tail on the fuse1e;e end 
interference between the uing. nacelles 
and pylons. 

software for coaplex probleas is iteelf 
a aajor task which needs to be addressed 
with greet care. Our approech baa been 
to develop a moduler program. i n  which 
the principal functional aodules ere 
alaost entirely independent of each 
other. In its presant fora the prograa 
has four aain aodules: 

The development of error free 

1) Mesh point generator 
2) Triangulator 
3) Mesh post processor 
4) Flow solver 

The aesh point generator generates tbe 
cloud of mesh points around the entire 
configuration by muperinporing 
separately generated Deabos for tbe 
principal co8ponants. The triangulator 
connects the points to fora tetrahedra 
while preserving the integrity of the 
eurface of the confi;uration. the rssb 
post processor identifias and labsls the 
faces and adgem. It also sorts tbea 
into groups to allow sectorisation of 
the solution algorithm. The flow eolver 
;eneratea the aolutlnn by inta;rating 
the equations until they reach atmady 
state. It ahould be noted that nodules 
3 and 4 can be used to calculate 
solutions on trianCular aeshes generatmd 
by other methods. (They hove actually 
been used to calculate a solution for a 
Falcon 20 on a aeah provided by Avlnns 
Uarcel Daasault). 

modulaa could eventually fora tbe core 
of a aoftware rnaaable for universal 
flow prediction. Initia11~ the current 
aodules would be mabedded ta a package 
of the type illustrated i n  risure IS. 
This would contain a preprocessor to 
interface with standard data base. 8ucb 
as those used for CADAU, CATIA 8nd 
WASTRAN, and a post procea8or to 
;enerato appropriate graphical diapl8ys 
of the resultr (currsntly we w e  usins 
aoftware available at Cray Research 8uch 
as Uovie DYU). Ultiaately a aore 
coaplex software peckego would Include 
options to treat viscous atfects, r i t h e r  
by cnupling the inviacid method to 
boundary layer analysis, or by trmataent 
of the Peynolds avoregad Nsvier Stokes 

We anticipate that tbe four rxiatins 
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equations with appropriate turbulence 
modela. Such a package might 01.0 
include a 'zoom" capability for more 
detailed analysis of the flow in 
particular region. of intereat, or quick 
analyaia of iaolated componenta. 

While the method ia capable of 
computing transonic flown over aircraft, 
it ia not inherently reatricted in any 
way to aeronautical applicationa. In 
particular, we anticipete that with the 
viscoua tarma included i t  might be used 
to edvantege for the predicition of 
flow. peat automobilea and truck.. A 
preliminary Navier Stoke. aolver ia 
already under development. 

Acro*ledn.eot. 
Development of the airplane computer 

program hea been carried out on 
computera belonging to the Cray Reaearch 
Corporation. We ere extremely grateful 
to Cray Reaearch for providing ua with 
aubatential eccean to their computers 
and, in particular, we ebould like to 
thank Xent Miaegadea for his help and 
aupport. Conaiderable financial eupport 
for our work baa been provided by the 
IBM Corporation, the office of Naval 
Reaearch and NASA Langley Reaeercb 
Center. 
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Figure 1 Figure 3 

one tetrahedron of the control volume e n t e r e d  at 
node 0.  

Flux through face defined by node. 1, 2 and 3 l a  
out of the control voluw untered at node 4 and 
into the conrrol voluw centered at I d a  5. 

Figure 2 

A t r i a w l a r  mnh i n  2 dimcnaloru: 
roluu at P i s  tha union of rriangl*a 1, 6, 10, 7 
and 2,  a l a  that at Q is tha unlm of triangles 4 .  
8 ,  11, 12, and 9. The flux acroaa the d g a  AB l a  

.from the control volume at P t o  the control volume 
a t  9. 

The control 

Figure 4 

Construction of diaalpation from difference. along 
edges i n  a two dimn8ional -ah. 
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I 
Figure S ( a )  

Voronoi Neighborhood around point P 
Figure 6(a) 

Delaunay Triangulation with new point P 
prior  to re-triangulation 

ligure S(b) 

Delaunay triangulation and Voronoi Diagram 

? 

ligure 6(b) 

Re-triangulation to Include new point  P 
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0 

Figure 8 

Bxampla of inefficient point introduction 

Figure ? ( a )  

J 

Figure 7(b) Figure 9 

Introduction of points by refinement procesm 
Connection. between new point mad points 

on boundary of deleted cmvity 
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Figure lO(a) 

Triangulation of two components with 
connection AC across interface 

Figure 11(a) 

Delaunay Spheres for triangle# forming on airfoil 

D 

Figure 10(b) 

Triangulation of two componente with 
no connection. acrose interface 

Figure l l ( b )  

Surface breakthrough by connectlona 
to points outeide airfoil 

Figure 12 

Breakthrough at a wing h a d i n g  edge 
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Figure 13 

Mesh f a r  the Boeing 747-200 

J 
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Figure 14 

Surface proasure contour. for t h e  Boains 747-200 
Mach .84 Angle of a t t a c k  2.79 degrees 
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